Fantasy Award, the Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize and the Commonwealth Writers' Prize. He has also featured in TIME magazine's list of the 100 most influential people in the world. This is an author whose works are now taught and researched in universities across the globe -as they are simultaneously read in train carriages and book clubs. Yet to say that Mitchell's writing enjoys both literary acclaim and widespread popularity doesn't quite capture it.
The international David Mitchell Conference 2017, which I ran at the University of St Andrews in Scotland, UK, on Saturday 3 rd June 2017, sold out nearly three months in advance. 1 So many people contacted me to ask about extra places that I started a waiting list; the day was live-tweeted and the evening reading filmed to cater for those who had contacted me from overseas to express their regret at being unable to attend. The third conference on David Mitchell's works to date, the event brought together twenty speakers from ten countries, as well as the author himself, and attracted national media attention. Attendees travelled from across Europe, the US, Canada and New Zealand to take part. The day was a truly interdisciplinary one:
as well as literary critics, the attendees included philosophers, psychologists, physicists, film experts, a cognitive neuroscientist, a biologist and a film maker. Several of the attendees from the first David Mitchell conference in 2009 also returned, while Dr Sarah Dillon, the organiser of the first conference and editor of David Mitchell:
Critical Essays (2011), gave the keynote lecture, making the day a celebration of both diversity and continuity. I knew that David Mitchell's work was well-received both inside and outside academia, but until 3 rd June 2017, I had no idea just how many people from different backgrounds and disciplines, from all around the world, were prepared to cross oceans -continents, even -to participate in the ongoing academic conversation on his works. David previously, the choice was not a difficult one. I knew that his patience, good humour, and generosity, as well as his previous experience as an attendee of the first conference on his works, would make him an incredibly valuable part of the dayand a pleasure to have along. Rather than minimise the scholarly issues generated by his presence, however, the event sought to bring these into the open. Presenters, attendees and the author came together in a dedicated group discussion to contribute their perspectives, including the potential impact of the author's presence on the research presented, authorial fears about when and how to contribute at such an event, and how fan communities might productively interact and overlap with scholarly ones. We didn't definitively 'solve' these issues for future scholars. But we shared, listened, and acknowledged that the study of contemporary literature shouldn't shy away from these difficult questions: it should confront them head on.
I have one final comment before you embark on the critical essays that follow. In 
